
GI Supply Rigger Work Price List


General Information:


All prices shown are in GBP and correct at time of writing. Prices are subject to change 
without notice, but we will always be upfront about any amendments. 

Typically, for all work on uniforms, there will be around a 6 week delay, but this depends 
on how busy we are and the work required. Please contact us if you may need it sooner, 
as we may be able to help. 


ALL CLOTHING MUST BE FRESHLY LAUNDERED BEFORE WE WILL WORK ON IT!

We reserve the right to refuse to work on your uniform if is not clean, or charge for any 
laundering costs involved to bring it up to scratch. 

We use 100% cotton OD7 waterproofed canvas for all of our reinforcing and M43 
pockets.

All prices are plus postage, but we will happily deliver or collect from any shows we are 
attending. For latest information, please sign up to our news letter, or see our website. 


M42 Uniforms


In order for us to apply reinforcing as per Overlord specifications, jump suits need to be 
stripped of ALL previous modifications. We will do this for you, but there is an additional 
fee involved as it’s a very labour intensive process. If you can do it beforehand, it will 
obviously work out cheaper. 


Removal of previous reinforcing, Jacket and Trousers :                                              £20.00


Removal of reinforcing, one garment (eg, jacket only) :                                              £15.00


Application of 82nd style reinforcing, Jacket and Trousers:                                        £75.00

This includes correct folded canvas leg ties.


Application of 82nd style reinforcing, one garment (eg, jacket only):                          £40.00


Application of 101st style reinforcing, Jacket and Trousers:                                       £75.00

This includes correct 3/4” webbing tape leg ties


Application of 101st style reinforcing, one garment:                                                   £40.00


Folded canvas leg ties:                                                                                                  £7.50


Webbing tape leg ties:                                                                                                   £7.50


Application of leg ties only:                                                                                          £10.00




M43 Uniforms


Conveniently, only the trousers were typically modified later on in the war. 

We currently offer 2 styles of pockets, which should cover most impressions, as well as 
two types of leg ties. These are usually in stock and available for immediate dispatch. 
They can be ordered through the website. 


101st/82nd pockets only:                                                                                            £25.00


101st/82nd pockets and folded canvas leg ties:                                                         £30.00


Webbing tape leg ties:                                                                                                   £7.50


Application of pockets and leg ties:                                                                            £15.00


17th Airborne pockets 


For operation Varsity the 17th airborne division had their uniforms modified in a similar 
way to those used by the 101st and 82nd airborne divisions earlier in the war. However, 
the pockets were a distinctly different shape and some units also had canvas knee pads 
sewn onto their trousers as well. 

These are a special order item and not something we always have ready to go. Please 
allow around 4 weeks for assembly. 


17th Airborne pockets and webbing tape leg ties:                                                      £35.00

 

17th Airborne pockets, knee pads and webbing tape leg ties:                                   £45.00


Application of pockets and leg ties:                                                                            £15.00


Application of pockets, leg ties and knee pads:                                                          £20.00


Accessories:


Rigger pouches for grenades, rifle clips or carbine magazines. We can supply these with 
either blackened or nickel coated Lift-The-Dot fasteners or 550 chute cord. Available in 
either OD3 or OD7.


                                £10.00 each or 4 of the same for £35.00


M2 Knife Lanyard, tan or green:                                                                                    £5.00





